


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ROBDD MDG with concrete  
(bool) data
MDG with abstract data
if x0 = 1 then y = x1
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Bcount := BcountBcount := inc_12(Bcount)
S0
Bcount = st
ASM of the BIP line counter
initialize Bcount := C
initialize state := S0
case state := S0 if Bcount = st
                              then next (state) := S2
                                      n_Bcount := Bcount
                              else if bip = 1
                                     then next (state) := S1
                                             n_Bcount := inc_12 (Bcount)
case state := S1: if bip = 1
                                then next (state) := S1
                                        n_Bcount := inc_12 (Bcount)
                                else if B_count = st
                                       then next (state) := S2
                                               n_Bcount := Bcount
case state := S2: if Bcount = st
                              then next (state) := S2
                                      n_Bcount := Bcount
                              else next (state) := S0
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